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REVIEW
Production Overview,
April-May 2018
In April, the situation in gas and oil
production sector was still complicated. The total volume of gas extraction
reduced by 30 million cubic meters or
1.7% as compared to April of the last
year. The drop volumes in oil production were even bigger – 7%.
Stagnation is noticeable for the stateowned companies, Ukrgasvydobuvannya and Ukrnafta, and the private producers. Established by the state during
2016-2017, incentives for gas-producing companies have not yet yielded significant results. At the same time, there
is a noticeable revival in the market
of services, oilfield and intensification
services. New players from Croatia,
Belarus, China, and Romania appear
in Ukraine. Ukrainian companies also
intensively carry out modernization of
equipment, and introduce new technologies. However, in general, Ukrainian
private drilling and service companies
have considerably less technical and
financial capabilities than larger foreign competitors. As a result, Ukrainian drilling and service companies are
more cautious at tenders, do no hurry
to bid, do not reduce prices, and lose...
For example, at the first tender of Ukrgasvydobuvannya for an external contractor, which included 18 lots, 17 were
won by the foreign companies. At the
second tender for 7 lots, all seven were
won by Chinese companies. The same
can be said about the purchase of drilling rigs. Of the three announced Ukrgasvydobuvannya’s tenders the only
Ukrainian manufacturer of the drilling
rigs, Discovery Drilling Equipment, participated in none. Although, in the end,
it showed up as a partner for the German Bentec, which won the tender for
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the production of 5 heavy drilling rigs.
In small tenders the Ukrainian service
companies have much bigger chances
of winning, and they are actively using
it.

Public companies
In April, the volume of production for
Ukrgasvydobuvannya was 1,200 million cubic meters, which corresponds
to the last year’s figures. In 4 months
of 2018, the company produced 5 billion
cubic meters, an increase of 70 million
cubic meters or 1.4% year-to-year. The
condensate and oil production in April
decreased by 7.5%, to 37.5 thousand
tons.
A noticeable decline in the rate of gas
production growth is determined by
several factors simultaneously. First,
the high reference indicator of the last
year (in March 2017, a well was commissioned with a rate of 1 million cubic meters per year). Secondly, the violation of the operation modes for the
wells aimed at quick increase of the
gas production in the previous years,
led to rapid depletion of wells. Third, at
the beginning of this year there were
several complications related to drilling, in particular, 4 drilling rigs of Ukrburgaz failed, which is 10% of the total
operating drilling fleet of the company.
There were also serious complications
encountered by other drilling contractors.
However, in the second half of 2018,
there are reasons to expect improvement of the situation with gas extraction.
In April, Ukrgasvydobuvannya announced a tender for 200 CWO operations with coiled tubing equipment.
Expected cost of works is UAH 376.3
million. Performance deadline is 12
months from the date of contracts
signing. External drilling contractors
have been highly active. Croatian Crosco started drilling three new wells,
while Chinese contractors promise to
bring in 18 drilling rigs.

ТОP-10 Independent Gas Producers in Ukraine,
4 m 2018, Mm3, %

Gas production in Ukraine,
April 2013-2018*, bm3
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It has become known that Ukrgasvydobuvannya will carry out the modernization of another 12 drilling rigs Uralmash 4E at UAH 1.5 billion. Respective
tender has been already announced.
Last year the Chinese company Sichuan Honghua Petroleum Equipment
won the previous tender for the modernization of 15 Uralmash 4E drilling
rigs.
In addition, Ukrgasvydobuvannya announced the purchase of 10 drilling rigs
for CWO under the loan line issued by
the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (EBRD). It is planned
to purchase 5 rigs of 125 tons (UAH 437
million) and 5 rigs of 180 t. Mobile drilling rigs are planned for use during the
CWO in the wells up to 6,000 m deep
and drilling operations for oil and gas,
the wells up to 2,800 m. Overall, the
company intends spend UAH 76 million
of loan funds issued by the EBRD and
the European Investment Bank for the
purchase of CWO rigs and compressor
equipment.
Also, Ukrgasvydobuvannya announced
the sub-threshold procurement of 4
sets of cementing equipment.
Ukrnafta in April produced 117 thousand tons of oil (a drop of 5%) and 83
million cubic meters of gas (a drop of
17%).
The Company approved drilling of two
new wells in the fields in Lviv and Sumy
regions. The drilling works are scheduled to commence in August-September.
Ukrnafta concentrates on low-cost and
efficient projects that will enable the
company to stabilize its production. In
particular, Ukrnafta will purchase 6 drill
rigs F-1300 with diesel drive at UAH
100 million. The company continues
structure reorganization. At present,
all separate structural units providing
oil and gas services are consolidated
in one structural unit - Oilfield Services
Management Board.
Issues with extension of the special
permits continue. However, in April,
the Kyiv Administrative Court of Ap-

ТОP-10 Oil&Condensate Producers
in Ukraine, 4 m 2018, th. t, %

Oil and Condensate production in Ukraine,
4 m 2013-2018*, Mt
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peal upheld the demands of Ukrnafta
regarding recognition the inaction of
the Geology and Mineral Resources of
Ukraine Public Service unlawful. We
remind that Derzhheonadra refuses to
extend the validity of 11 special permits
for Ukrnafta. However, now according
to the court decision, Derzhheonadra
is forced to extend their validity. So far,

talks about solving the issues are premature. This year 27 special permits,
which account for 53% of annual oil
production and 30% of gas production,
expire.
The foreign economic situation, the rise
in oil prices, contributes to the financial
rehabilitation of Ukrnafta. In addition,
from May, the Company switched to

Gas Production in Ukraine, 2016-2018, bcm

Gas production by private companies, March 2014-2018, Mm3

Natural gas average production in Ukraine, 2017-2018, Mcm

the sale of gas at the open auctions at
the Ukrainian Energy Exchange. Earlier
Ukrnafta supplied gas to Dniproazot.
Provided that such favorable circumstances are preserved, the issue of tax
debt of Ukrnafta can be solved already
next year.
The situation around another stateowned company Chornomornaftogaz
in certain mere stabilized. In April, due
to the end of the heating season, Chornomornaftogaz significantly, to 400
thousand cubic meters, reduced gas
production due to a drop in consumption. The company is not able to supply
gas to the system of main gas pipelines
and is tied-up exclusively to gas deliveries to the city of Genichesk, Kherson
region.
In April, President Petro Poroshenko
signed the Law “On Amending Certain
Legislative Acts of Ukraine Regarding
the Stabilization of the Activity of Chornomornaftogaz in connection with the
Temporary Occupation of the Territory
of Ukraine”.
The document provides for the extension of the validity of special permits
for the areas located in the temporarily occupied territory, as well as the
prohibition enforced before January
1, 2019 on initiation of the bankruptcy proceedings and termination of the
proceedings, until January 1, 2017. The
next step of the Derzhheonadra was
extension of 19 special permits held by
Chornomornaftogaz.

Private companies
In the group of private producing companies a significant decline in production is observed. In April, the volume of
gas extraction amounted to 346 million
cubic meters, which is 14 million (3.7%)
less than in April of the last year.
The largest private gas company, Naftogazvydobuvannya, part of DTEK Naftogaz, produced almost 140 million cubic meters of gas, which corresponds
to last year’s figures. At the same time,
condensate rate decreased by 10%, to
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4.1 tons. Already in June, completion
of well #43 drilling in Semyrenkivske
field is expected. Drilling contractor is
Belorusneft.
In April, the second largest in terms
of production volumes Burisma
Group started drilling of two wells in
Vodyanivske field in the Kharkiv region. This was reported by the director
of Poltava Drilling Company Oleksandr
Paternak. The company acts as a contractor. In particular, drilling well #7
with a TD of 5,900 meters was started on April 5. The company plans to
hand over the well by the end of the
year. Drilling is carried out by American
rig SK 3000 (680 metric tons) and SK
2000 (500 metric tons). The operator of
Vodyanivske field and the customer of
the drilling services is System Oil Engineering (Burisma Group).
KUB-Gas (control stake is owned by the
Burisma Group) started drilling a new
well NY-3 on the West-Olgivska oil and
gas area, with a TD of 2,300 meters.
Also, the company plans to acquire
3D seismic on this area in 2018-2019,
which will help to determine future potential. Over the past 4 years, KUB-Gaz
has reduced its gas production twice.
The third private company, Ukrnaftoburinnya, in April, completed a new well
#44 with a TD of 4,500 meters. Drilling
and casing period was 126 days. The
initial daily natural gas flow rate was
100 thousand cubic meters and 7 tons
of condensate. In April, Ukrnaftoburinnya’s production was 38.5 million cubic
meters, an increase of 30% as compared to April of the last year.
British JKX Oil & Gas Plc, represented
in Ukraine by Poltava Petroleum Company, has decided to withdraw from
Slovakia and Hungary and focus on
Ukraine and the Russian Federation.
The company intends to sell all its assets in Hungary and Slovakia. In early
February 2018 the Board of Directors of
JKX decided to withdraw from Slovakia,
where the company owned 25% in the
licenses for development of four fields:
Svidnik, Medzilaborce, Snina and Pa-
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kostov. The company decided to leave
due to the protests on the local level
and the lack of cooperation on the side
of the authorities in Slovakia; the plans
of the drilling operator (Alpine Oil&Gas)
were repeatedly hampered, resulting
in the partners starting to consider
different options for further actions.
On March 16, 2018 JKX officially announced the waiver of Svidnik, Medzilaborce and Snina licenses in favor of
other parties in the joint venture. These
assets have been fully impaired for
$7.9 million. In February, the company
fully recovered production in Hajdunanas in Hungary for the first time in the
last three years. In 2017, the average
gas production was 0.7 million cubic
feet per day, while the average production of condensate was 12.5 barrels per
day. At present, JKX is carrying out full
divestment of shares in its remaining
licenses. We are talking about 6 licenses with a total area of 200 sq. km. According to the document, last year the
Hungarian assets write-off was $ 3.6
million, and the assets were impaired
to zero.
Cadogan Petroleum will increase oil
production in Lviv region. This was announced at a meeting with the Head of
the Lviv Regional State Administration
Oleh Synyutka, with the representatives
of Cadogan Petroleum. During the conversation, the guests informed about
the desire of the company to expand its
activity and increase the volume of oil
extraction in Lviv region. The company
recently changed the team, and despite
being British, its entire staff consists of
Ukrainian specialists. “We plan to invest in our activities another UAH 100
million. If the dynamics is positive, we
will increase the investment,” Guido
Miquelotti, Chief Executive Officer of
Cadogan Petroleum said.
Zakhidnadraservice Group commissioned the Hirske gas field in Lviv region in May. Three wells with a total
rate of 150 thousand cubic meters were
drilled in the field. The drilling company
Horizons was a drill contractor.
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The foreign drilling companies are actively expanding their activities. Chinese
drilling companies reported their plans
to bring 18 drilling rigs to Ukraine. In
particular, Xinjiang Beiken Energy Engineering Co. (XBEE) will bring 14 rigs,
and Zhongman Petroleum and Natural
Gas Group will bring four more.
Another drilling company, the Croatian Crosco Integrated Drilling & Well
Services Ltd. started drilling three new
wells in the Poltava region under the
contracts with Ukrgasvydobuvannya.
Cooperation between Ukrgasvydobuvannya and Crosco involves drilling of
12 wells. The total cost of the works is
€ 47 million. Crosco has already completed drilling of two wells in the Yablunivske field and started drilling 2 new
wells in the same field. Drilling of another well Crosco has started in Lannivske gas condensate field.

State Regulation
The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
has established a temporary advisory
body - the Coordinating Council on the
implementation of reforms in the fuel
and energy sector. It is headed by the
Prime Minister, Volodymyr Groysman.
This became known during a Government meeting. The Council includes
the First Vice Prime Minister, Minister
of Economic Development and Trade,
Stepan Kubiv, Minister of Energy and
Coal Industry Ihor Nasalyk, Minister of
Finance Oleksandr Danilyuk, Minister
of Justice Pavlo Petrenko, Chairman of
the National Energy and Utilities Regulation Commission, Dmytro Vovk (by
consent). The council also includes a
representative of the Presidential Administration, Volodymyr Klavdiyiv.
The US ambassador, the Head of the
European Union Delegation to Ukraine,
the Head of the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development in
Ukraine; Director of the World Bank
for Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova and
Permanent Representative of the International Monetary Fund in Ukraine may
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also enter the Council by consent.
Until now, it is unknown what powers
will a Coordinating Council have, however, given the Chair of Groysman; one
can expect that the Council will be the
leader of the Government ideas.
The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine cancelled payments for subsoil users for
the increase of reserves, as well as for
the extension of special permits. The
Cabinet of Ministers adopted a Resolution on the adjustment of government
Resolutions #954 and #615 dated May
30, 2011 during a meeting on Wednesday. At the same time, until the official
publication, the Resolution will be further elaborated taking into account the
proposals of the MEDT. The document
also excludes the norm on refusal in
extension of the validity period of a
special permit, if the subsoil user has
rent debts. Such a change is related to
the court decision in the lawsuit of Ukrnafta. The document also contains the
clause on obligatory disclosure of the
information on the issuance of special
permits outside the auction (within 5
days from the date of such decisions) on
the site of Derzhheonadra. In addition,
the duties on disclosure of information
on applications filed for extension of
the special permits were imposed on
Derzhheonadra. Moreover, the Cabinet
of Ministers allowed private companies
to transfer special permits to affiliated
entities, which would facilitate cooperation with other enterprises.
Public companies were protected
against the withdrawal of their permits
to private ownership.
Transfer of the permits for companies
with a state or municipal share in the
authorized capital, even if this share is
minimal (1%).
Also, the Cabinet of Ministers postponed the implementation of the Environmental Impact Assessments (MIA)
for the producers. The Government
adopted a Decree “On Amendments
to the Procedures, approved by the
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Decrees of the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine #594 and #615 dated May 30,
2011”. The Decree establishes a transition period for the subsoil users in regard to EIA procedure. In particular, in
the absence of the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) the subsoil user
shall by June 18, 2018, submit a notice
to the Unified Register of EIA regarding
its intent to carry out assessment.
On April 4, during a meeting of the
Committee on Fuel and Energy Complex, Nuclear Policy and Nuclear Safety, deputies approved the draft law
#6229 “On ensuring transparency in
the extractive industries” for the second reading. The bill envisages the
implementation of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative and the
European legislation in Ukraine in the
framework of increasing the transparency of the extractive sector. Adoption
of the bill will help improve access to
information on taxes paid on extractive
activities at central and regional levels,
and enhance interaction and information exchange between the companies
and authorities.
The tense situation remains in the Poltava region, where the Regional Council continues to refuse to agree the
issuance of the new special permits
for Ukrgasvydobuvannya. Appropriate
decisions were made at the session
of the Regional Council on April 12.
This is about Matviyivske and Gorobtsivsko-Vidradenske fields. Ukrgasvydobuvannya planned to receive the
new special permits for the fields in the
framework of extension of the licensed
areas.
Also, Derzhheonadra refused Ukrgasvydobuvannya in issuing a special
permit for the geological exploration
and development of Salakarska area,
located in the waters of the Sea of
Azov. The position of the Geological
Service was supported by the District
Administrative Court of Kyiv, where
Ukrgasvydobuvannya tried to challenge
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the refusal to issue a license. This is
stated in the court decision dated April
20, published in the State Register.
Salakarska licensed area is about 970
sq. km. Documents for 30-year license
Ukrgasvydobuvannya has sent to the
Derzhheonadra in February 2017. Considering the complaint of UGV, the District Administrative Court came to the
conclusion that the state company has
no legal grounds to obtain a special
permit for this area without an auction.
Derzhheonadra has provided Ukrnafta a term, maximum before July 1, to
eliminate the violations of the subsoil
use terms in 77 fields of Ukrnafta,
where according to the data of the Service there are such.
Also, the Derzhheonadra cancelled 13
special permits for the extraction of
mineral resources, held by the enterprises that have committed violations
in the field of subsoil use.
During Q1 2018, specialists of the Department of Geological Supervision
conducted 76 scheduled and 7 unscheduled inspections, and made 21
protocols on administrative offenses.
Under the submissions of the Department of State Geological Supervision,
the Commission on Subsoil Use decided to suspend 2 permits, cancel
(including in court) 13 permits and
renew 43 permits. Derzhheonadra
recommends to put up for auction
9 oil and gas bearing areas, i.e. 9 licensed areas, which are mainly located in the Eastern region of Ukraine.
These are Dnipropetrovsk, Kharkiv,
Sumy and Poltava regions. The total
area of the lots is more than 1.5 thousand sq. km. According to preliminary
estimates, the resource potential of
hydrocarbons in the proposed areas
is more than 30 million tons of conventional fuel. “Also, Derzhheonadra plans to put up for auction more
than 40 oil and gas areas this year,”
the current Head of the Service Oleh
Kyrylyuk said.
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Production natural gas in Ukraine, April 2018

Companies

Gas Production Mm3
Apr'2018

Production Total
UkrGasVydobuvannya
Ukrnafta
Chornomornaftogaz
Nadra Ukraine
Independent Producers
Naftogazvydobuvannya (DTEK)
Burisma Holdings, including:
Esko-Pivnich
First Ukrainian GasOil Company
Systemoilingeniring
PARI
Nadragaz
KUB-Gas
Naftogazopromyslova geologiya
Ukrnaftoburinnya
Devon (UNB including)
Geo-Alliance, including:
Pryrodni Resursy
East Geological Union
Smart Energy, including:
UkrgasVydobutok
Regal Petroleum
Prom-Energo Product
Poltava Petroleum Company (JKX)
Goryzonty Group, including:
Goryzonty
Geological Beuro Lviv
Zakhidnadraservis
Prykarpatska Energy Company
Nordik
Energia-95
Nadra GeoInvest
Strynaftogaz
Sirius 1
UkrGas Invest
Ukrcarpatoil
Ukrainian Drilling Company
Activ Gas Resource
Arab Energy Alliance
MAKKOM Group
TNGK
Boryslavska Oil Company
Ukr-Az-Oil
Zasyadko Mining
Delta
Sakhalinske
Plast
Group GazEnergo Ukraine
Ukrnaftogazinvest
Truboplast
Moltex oil & gas (Capital oil)
Rozhnyativnafta
Gasinvest
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1,670.4
1,240.7
83.0
0.4
0.08
346.3
139.58
71.69
38.15
8.54
10.92
1.66
1.37
11.05
38.46
10.02
16.56
16.25
0.31
20.36
8.91
8.81
2.63
11.78
8.17
0.47
0.06
3.53
0.04
4.07
6.26
4.26
3.74
1.15
0.98
1.30
1.04
0.82
0.34
0.60
0.48
0.06
0.22
0.30
0.28
0.19
0.16
0.10
0.10
0.00
0.05
0.08
0.00

Apr'2017
1,699.0
1,238.8
100.1
0.6
0.12
359.6
139.42
77.93
44.81
9.28
6.33
1.54
1.03
14.73
0.21
29.66
0.00
19.74
19.33
0.41
15.81
9.22
3.97
2.62
12.56
2.98
0.59
0.01
0.37
0.06
1.95
7.51
8.73
2.97
1.72
0.93
0.91
1.01
0.15
0.59
0.69
1.35
0.66
0.37
0.39
0.27
0.20
1.94
0.38
0.30
0.08
0.00
0.07
0.24
7

%

Apr'2018/
Apr'2017
98.3
100.2
82.9
71.7
64.4
96.3
100.11
91.99
85.14
91.99
172.49
107.79
133.08
75.03
129.66
83.91
84.07
76.68
128.79
96.68
222.00
100.57
93.79
273.91
79.47
844.00
945.11
66.67
208.30
83.40
48.81
125.93
66.86
105.40
143.38
102.97
538.54
57.63
87.19
35.44
9.59
59.69
78.24
103.70
95.00
8.25
26.53
33.33
0.00
117.91
-

Gas Production Mm3
4 m 2018
6,775.7
5,004.0
344.3
4.8
0.39
1,464.0
536.67
284.62
164.15
32.99
28.49
6.79
5.72
46.48
0.00
149.6
40.1
69.5
68.11
1.41
81.46
35.67
34.90
10.45
46.94
30.49
1.90
0.15
11.65
0.13
16.65
25.66
21.12
14.09
5.23
4.46
4.87
4.21
3.69
1.20
2.50
2.04
0.60
1.07
1.24
1.13
0.82
0.32
0.54
0.54
0.00
0.24
0.27
0.00

4 m 2017
6,797.2
4,934.5
411.2
1.6
0.41
1,460.0
555.96
332.09
199.04
35.01
25.20
6.23
4.12
61.63
0.86
128.7
19.5
76.8
74.94
1.84
64.06
36.87
16.70
10.49
55.46
11.37
2.79
0.16
1.65
0.22
6.55
30.36
35.09
3.36
6.76
4.89
0.98
4.03
3.03
2.73
2.77
2.69
2.26
1.16
1.62
1.06
0.92
7.90
1.59
1.28
0.31
0.07
0.29
1.80

%

4m 2018/
4m 2017
99.7
101.4
83.7
300.0
96.7
100.3
96.53
85.71
82.47
94.24
113.06
108.99
138.78
75.41
0.00
116.26
205.29
90.54
90.89
76.60
127.16
96.75
208.93
99.64
84.64
268.24
68.24
97.90
708.18
59.09
254.06
84.53
60.19
419.35
77.37
91.16
495.22
104.47
121.69
43.92
90.20
75.93
26.68
92.06
76.48
106.60
89.13
4.05
33.92
42.19
329.90
91.16
-
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Oil and Condensate Production in Ukraine, April 2018

Companies

Oil Production th t

Production Total
UkrGasVydobuvannya
Ukrnafta
Independent producers
Burisma Holdings, including:
First Ukrainian GasOil Company
Systemoilingeniring
Esko-Pivnich
Naftogazopromyslova Geologia
Cub-Gaz
Technoresource
Ukrcarpatoil
Ukrnaftoburinnya
Devon
Naftogazvydobuvannya (DTEK)
Geo-Alliance, including:
Pryrodni Resursy
East Geological Union
Poltava Petroleum Company (JKX)
Smart Energy, including:
UkrgasVydobutok
Regal Petroleum
Prom-Energo Product
Boryslavska Oil Company
Rozhnyativnafta
Sakhalinske

%

Apr'2018

Apr'2017

172.1
37.5
117.0
22.6
5.2
0.1
0.7
4.2
0.1

185.0
40.6
123.6
21.7
3.7
0.1
0.5
3.1
0.0

0.0
4.6
4.6

0.0
3.8
0.0
4.6
4.1
3.6
0.3
2.7
1.2
0.3
0.8
0.2
0.9
0.0
0.0

4.1
3.7
3.4
0.3
2.9
1.7
0.3
1.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

Apr'2018/
Apr'2017
93.0
92.5
94.6
104.4
140.0
110.4
158.6
137.3
225.0
87.5
121.3
89.8
92.0
95.3
93.8
106.4
136.9
93.8
164.2
92.1
0.0
65.8
83.3

Oil Production th t

%

4 m 2018

4 m 2017

706.0
155.2
470.4
67.1
13.2
0.6
1.9
16.5
0.3

724.7
160.7
489.5
63.8
12.1
0.6
1.8
13.3
0.1

4m 2018/ 4m
2017
97.4
96.6
96.1
105.3
109.5
112.5
109.3
123.9
243.0

0.0
18.3
18.5

0.0
13.9
1.2
18.8
11.7
14.3
1.4
10.6
4.9
1.3
3.0
0.6
3.7
0.2
0.0

100.0
133.1
89.3
101.4
102.1
97.8
104.5
135.2
94.1
160.8
92.3
47.5
84.4
92.7

16.8
11.9
14.6
1.3
11.1
6.7
1.2
4.9
0.6
1.7
0.1
0.0

INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
China stack records

From the net importer of energy resources, China turns into an exporter of petroleum products
Yevhen Skrypka
China continues to transform its energy
sector. Celestial Empire has turned into
an exporter of petroleum products, but
continues to increase the volume of oil
imports, which last month reached a new
record level. According to Platts, in April,
imports of oil to the country increased by
14.7% or 5.1 million tons as compared to
April 2017, reaching a record level of 39.46
million tons, or 9.64 million barrels per
day. The previous record was set in January this year, amounting to 9.61 million
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barrels per day. Compared to March, April
exports grew by 4.1%.
Last year, China became the world’s largest oil importer, bypassing the United
States, which continues to increase domestic production. Last year, China has
been importing less than 37 million tons
of oil per month. However, the import has
been further increasing. According to Reuters, in the first quarter the volume of oil
imports increased by 7% over the same
period of the last year to 112.07 million
tons, or 9.09 million barrels/day, increasing by an average of 595 thousand boed.
China’s oil consumption is growing faster than industry analysts expect. Such a
pattern was observed during the last year
also. Such demand for oil will support
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prices’ growth. According to logic, this
would have had even more effect than
the announced US sanctions against Iran,
which most likely this year would not significantly reduce Tehran’s exports of hydrocarbons.
However, geopolitical risks always
have a major impact on oil quotations.
Fearing political turmoil in a historically volatile region, China is trying to
diversify supply sources, gradually reducing its dependence on the Middle
East. According to the EIA, in 2017 56%
of oil imports to China came from OPEC
countries, while in 2012 - 67%. Instead,
over the past five years, Russia and
Brazil have significantly increased their
stake in the Chinese market: from 9%
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to 14% and from 2% to 5%, respectively.
According to Bloomberg, Russia in 2017
increased supplies to China by 7.3 million
tons as compared to the previous year.
Among the countries that significantly
increased exports to the Celestial Empire
were also the United States, Angola and
Malaysia. In 2017, the US increased supplies to China by 7.2 million tons, while
Angola – by 6.7 million tons.
We remind that in January 2018 the reconstructed East Siberia - Pacific (CCTO)
pipeline, which capacity was increased
to 600 thousand barrels per day, started
to operate. This will allow Russia further
expanding its supply to China. Already in
2016, Russia bypassed Saudi Arabia, becoming the largest supplier of oil to the
Celestial Empire. According to the EIA, in
2017, the Russian Federation exported
to the country 1.2 million barrels per day,
while Saudi Arabia – 1.0 million barrels
per day.
However, China will likely continue to buy
oil from Iran, as evidenced by the reaction
of Chinese officials to the introduction of
US sanctions against the Gulf. One of the
easiest ways to circumvent US sanctions
are the contracts for the supply of raw
materials, denominated in Yuan. Recently,
conclusion of such contracts became possible on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
Extraction drops
The volume of oil production in China in
recent years has been decreasing. According to the EIA, in 2016 in the Middle East,
the largest decline in oil production was
recorded among non-OPEC countries,

and in 2017, according to preliminary estimates, there was the second largest drop.
The volume of oil and condensate production in China in 2017 was in average 4.8
million barrels per day, which is 2% lower
than in 2016. In 2018 and 2019, the EIA expects a further decline in oil production in
the country.
At the same time, the consumption of
liquid fuel continues to grow rapidly. According to the EIA, in 2017, China’s oil consumption grew by 400 thousand barrels
per day (to 13.2 million barrels per day),
which is the largest growth indicator in the
world. China shows the highest consumption growth rate over the last nine years
in a row.
Refinery
Among the reasons for the growth of oil
imports, the main one is an increase of
the refinery capacities in China. The country lifted restrictions on both oil import and
export of petroleum products. In 2015,
China issued oil import licenses to independent oil refineries from northeastern
China, which allowed increasing their operations volumes.
According to the EIA, petroleum products’ production by the Chinese refineries
in 2017 increased by about 500 thousand
barrels per day, to 11.4 million barrels per
day. China plans to continue to increase
its refineries’ capacity. By the end of 2019,
China plans to open new oil refineries with
capacity of 1.4 million barrels per day. Given the expected reduction in domestic oil
production in China, imports will continue to grow. At least, during the next two
years.

Changes in the volume of oil imports to China in 2017 by country, million tons
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Export of petroleum products
Most of the imported oil is not consumed in China. In April, the volume of
exports amounted to 5.12 million tons
(46.3% more than during the same
period of the last year), and in March
reached a record level of 6.7 million
tons. Thus, net exports of petroleum
products in the past month were 2.11
million tons, which is twice as much as
in April 2017.
China is becoming one of the main exporters of petroleum products in Asia.
Until recently South Korea and India were
the leaders. Private mini-refineries, or socalled “teapots,” make their contribution to
this process. According to Reuters, several “teapots” recently opened new facilities
for initial and secondary treatment of raw
materials.
According to Oil Price, in March Chinese
refineries processed 12.13 million barrels
per day of oil, exceeding the previous record of 12.03 million barrels per day, set
in November 2017. State refineries increase exports, as domestic demand does
not keep up with the growth of petroleum products’ production. In particular,
according to Reuters with the reference
to its own sources, in mid-April, Sinopec
has already produced the third large diesel
tanker (VLCC) for deliveries to Europe or
West Africa. So, do not be surprised if the
Chinese fuel will soon hit the Ukrainian
market, which has already seen oil products from exotic Asian countries, including
India. So far, state policy in Ukraine has not
yet helped to revitalize its own oil refining
and reduce its dependence on imported
fuel.
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LEGISLATION

Yulia Borzhemska,
DTEK Naftogaz
Basic forms of mineral rights in Ukraine
Investment climate
Ukraine intends to reduce the dependence
on import of energy resources from 51.6%
to 33% by 2035. Typically, such a task cannot be achieved without increasing own energy reserves, in particular hydrocarbons.
It is necessary to encourage investors to
invest more in their exploration and production. What does an investor need for this? Of
course, it is stable legislation, a simple and
transparent permitting system, effective
investment protection, attractive fiscal pol-

icies and even access to the subsoil.
It should be noted that the period from 2017
to the 2nd quarter of 2018 is revolutionary
regarding improving the investment climate. Holders of mineral rights have seen
some significant changes:
1. The preferences of state companies for
obtaining licenses without auctions were
cancelled;
2. Starting from 2018, decentralisation of
the royalties is introduced - 5% deductions
for the benefit of local communities.
3. New Rules for the oil and gas fields’ development have been approved.
4. The obligation of the holder of mineral
rights to re-evaluate the reserves every
five years is cancelled. At the moment it
is required only in case of revision of the
standards’ requirements to the quantity or
quality of minerals, the technology of their
processing, which leads to a reduction of
the total explored reserves by more than
20% or a growth of their volume by more
than 50%.
Deregulation Law 2314-VIII (former Bill
3096d) was adopted:
6. Reduced royalties:
• royalties for new gas wells 12% (production at depths up to 5000 m) and 6% (production at depths of more than 5000 m);
• oil royalties have been reduced from 45%
to 21% (production at a depth of 5,000 m)
and 29% to 14% (production at depths exceeding 5000 m);

• royalties for hydrocarbons produced under product sharing agreements: 1.25% for
natural gas and 2% for oil;
• starting from 2019 the royalties for condensate will be reduced from 45% to 21%
(production at a depth of 5000 m) and 29%
to 14% (production at a depth of more than
5000 m).
In fact, over the past three years, the royalties for the natural gas have been reduced
by> 4.5 times, for oil and condensate - by 1.5
times. The economic feasibility of production sharing agreements has been restored.
The reforms mentioned above are the result
of the painstaking work of the deputies, the
Government and the business community.
Another important step in the regulatory
policy may be the introduction of a modern Subsoil Code or the consolidation of all
legislative requirements for the oil and gas
industry in one special regulatory act - the
Law of Ukraine “On Oil and Gas”.
We also expect the introduction of a new
risk-oriented approach to inspections and
functions of the supervisory bodies, where
the work of the controlling bodies will be
assessedby the absence of accidents and
complications in the production, and not
the number of regulations and fines. By
July 1, 2018, the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine should develop and approve the
concept and plan of measures for reforming the system of state supervision (control)
to implement a risk-oriented approach to

Amendments to the Deregulation Law 2314- VIII
• Fee for license extension and reserves increment cancelled;
• Access to the land plots for holders of mineral rights was simplified;
• Some provisions and permitting procedures were cancelled that
allowed reducing the terms of drilling, commissioning of assets
for commercial and pilot development by more than 18 months
(earlier the process has taken over 40 months);
• the mining allocation for oil and gas industry was cancelled;
• the owner of mineral rights received the right to dispose of their
won geological information without the approval of the State Geological Service;

• A contract for geological exploration with the landowner at the stage
of transition from pilot development to commercial development
• The wells and sites of their construction are not the objects of urban
construction any more
• the right to dispose of own geological information without the approval of the state authorities

• the license can be nulled only by a court’s resolution
• the right to use servitude for arrangement and operation of the assets
of oil and gas industry without changing the intended function of the
land plot
• voluntary registration in the State Geological Service of the works • license suspension – only on the base of the result of the measures
and surveys related to the geological study of the subsoil
aimed to stop found violations
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№

ROYALTIES

2019
<5 000 М/
>5 000 М

1

5
6
7
8

2017
<5000М /
>5000М

2016
<5000М/
>5000М

2015

29% / 14%
Natural gas

2
3
4

2018
<5000 М /
>5000М

Oil
Condensate
Natural gas
(joint investment activity)
Natural gas (PSA)
Oil (PSA)
Condensate (PSA)
HC produced offshore

the state supervision (control) measures in
all spheres of economic activity. The State
Regulatory Service of Ukraine, together
with the BRDO –Better Regulation Delivery
Office, is actively working the implementation of the new approach,
Government plans for attracting investors to the development of new areas
of oil and gas bearing subsoil areas
The concept of the development of the gas
producing industry of Ukraine, approved by
the Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of
Ukraine of December 28, 2016, No. 1079-p,
provides for an increase in natural gas production by 2020 from 14.5 billion cubic meters to 27.6 billion cubic meters. The main
volume of natural gas production should be
provided by Ukrgazvydobuvannya PJSC.
It is clear that to maintain the growth trend
of production, the development of new subsoil areas is required. At the same time, in
2017, the State Geological Service for various reasons did not conduct auctions to
grant petroleum licenses.
In Ukraine, unfortunately, the vast majority of petroleum licenses are provided
outside the auction procedure, which does
not contribute to healthy competition, the
introduction of modern approaches to the
development of mineral resource and the
development of the oil and gas industry as
a whole.
In 2018, the Government intends to change
this:
• a draft plan of measures of the Cabinet of
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29% /14%

New wells
12% /6%
29% / 14%
45% / 21%

29% / 14%

29% / 14%

55% / 28%

29% / 14%
45% / 21%

45% /21%
45% / 21%

45% / 21%
45% / 21%

70%

70%

70%

70%

1.25%
2%
2%
11%

29% / 14%
29% / 14%
45% /21%
11%

29% / 14%
45% / 21%
45% / 21%
11%

29% / 14%
29% / 14%
45% /21%
11%

Ministers of Ukraine for 2018 concerning
the implementation of the Concept for the
development of the gas production industry
in Ukraine provides for:
• Two auctions for granting licenses for
more than 50 new areas for the exploration
and production of hydrocarbons;
• An international licensing round for the
conclusion of production sharing agreements for at least five oil and gas subsoil
areas on the continental shelf and exclusive
marine economic zone.
State Geological Service announced the
readiness to auction more than 40 oil and
gas areas in 2018.
The Association of Gas Producing Companies of Ukraine plans to offer more than
30 subsoil areas for the 1st International
Round of Oil and Gas Auctions and Contests
in Ukraine.
The government seeks to attract foreign
investors to the development of subsoil,
which will attract new technologies, the
experience of international companies, improve the quality of work and shorten the
terms of production.
To do this, it is proposed to change the approach to holding auctions somewhat regarding the granting of licenses for mineral
rights and tenders for the conclusion of production-sharing agreements, namely:
1. Determine promising subsoil areas;
2. Prepare information on the auction/licensing rounds in English;
3. Prepare the data room with geological
information for each site;
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4. To prepare a description of the regulatory
conditions for the exercise of mineral rights
in English;
5. Implement the ProZorro e-platform or
similar for holding not only auctions for the
granting licenses for mineral rights, but also
contests for the conclusion of production
sharing agreements;
6. To conduct a “road show” - to announce
auctions and contests, to present Ukraine
in international industry-related events as
a country attractive to invest in mineral
rights.
7. To hold the 1st international round of oil
and gas auctions and contests.
Basic modes to exercise mineral rights
in Ukraine. Advantages and disadvantages.
In Ukraine, there are currently two main
modes of exercising mineral rights. This is
a license for mineral rights and a production sharing agreement. Foreign investors
that are only planning to enter the market
of Ukraine prefer production sharing agreements because on this mode they feel more
secure in a foreign country. Investors that
are already working in Ukraine prefer the
mode of exercising mineral rights on the
basis oflicenses because it is easier regarding the management of the project.
Both modes have their advantages and
disadvantages. The main characteristics of
these modes are as follows:
Among the advantages of a mineral license,
the following can be mentioned:
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BASIS TO EXERCISE MINERAL RIGHTS

LICENSE

PSA

Reason to obtain mineral rights for a
subsoil area

auction/ without auction

licensing rounds

Size of the area
Строк користування надрами

500 km2 (onshore), 1000 km2 (offshore)

-

20 years (onshore) and 30 years (offshore)

50 years

The term of the mineral rights’ validity

6-9 month

12-18 months

Terms to formalize the mineral rights

Auction/ without auction

Licensing rounds

Stabilization clause against legislative
changes

-

+

Exemption for import and export of
equipment and employment of the
foreigners

-

+

Right to apply international arbitrage

-

+

Limitation of production export

-

+

State participation in the project management

-

May be provided by the terms of licensing
rounds

• availability of sufficient legislative framework for regulation of relations in the field
of mineral rights;
• availability of specialized state bodies that
have expertise in mineral rights for the current issues;
• easier and more convenient project management than on the basis of a productionsharing agreement;
• the mineral rights on the basis of the licenses have been working for many years
in Ukraine, and therefore proved to be stable.
• Usually among the disadvantages the following are highlighted:
• frequent changes to the main “rules of the
game” - several times a year;
• lack of guaranteed access to land plots in
case of license granted;
• lack of effective cooperation between the
State Geological Service and local authorities regarding the provision of subsoil area
to the holder of mineral rights;
• the practice of granting licenses outside
the auction procedure;
• lack of sufficient information in the open
access regarding applications and subsoil
areas provided for use outside the auction;
• lack of access to the new oil and gas subsoil areas due to the lack of auctions themselves.
Among the advantages of the mineral rights
on the basis of production sharing agreements, one can distinguish the following:
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• lack of restrictions on the size of the subsoil area;
• long-term of the agreement (50 years);
• the possibility of protecting investor’s
rights in international arbitration;
• a stabilisation clause against changes
in the legislation for the whole term of the
agreement;
• foreigners’ employment benefits;
• exemptions for the import and export of
equipment used for the implementation of
the agreement.
At the same time, product sharing agreements have significant disadvantages.
• As it is known, no PSA has been implemented in Ukraine since 1999 - since the
adoption of the Law of Ukraine on Production Sharing Agreements (four agreements
were concluded on a competitive basis - for
Prykerchenskaya, Skifska, Yuzivska and
Oleska areas; other agreements were also
concluded outside the competitive procedure through the transformation of a license
into a PSA), but none of them is fulfilled.
• Production sharing agreements have a
negative reputation as a non-transparent
tool.
• Production sharing agreements allow for
the transfer of all subsoil “in one hand” for
a long period of time, since an agreement
may be concluded for certain subsoil areas
which are geologically and geographically
unrelated, both on land and on the shelf.
• The state is not able to fulfill the guarantees
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given to the investor within the production
sharing agreement, in particular regarding the application of the legal framework
that was in force at the time of conclusion
of the agreement. In practice, this is practically impossible to execute. At the same
time, there is not enough legal framework
for implementation of production sharing
agreements.
• The terms of the conclusion of production-sharing agreements are too long, the
procedure for amending the agreements
concluded, solving the current issues with
the Interdepartmental Commission is also
non-transparent.
• A contestant’s claim to an investor to participate in a production sharing agreement
together with a 100% state-owned entity or
a company established by its participation,
indicating the share of such a partnership
in the production sharing agreement. In
general, the participation of a national oil
and gas company in a production sharing
agreement with an investor is a widespread practice in the world, but in Ukraine,
the law allows a situation where a “state
partner” becomes a non-state owned company, an enterprise with an uncertain share
of participation of a state owned company.
Such a share may also be 1%. Does this
meet the interests of the state? “The state
partner” does not only participate in the
PSA, but also may be appointed as an operator of the venue on a competitive basis
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and have other benefits. Production sharing
agreements are an effective mechanism
for attracting investments in subsoil development in the world. In order for this mechanism to finally be established in Ukraine,
it is advisable to introduce certain changes,
namely:
• Approve the standard form of the PSA,
which would include the unchangeable part
of the terms and conditions that may be
proposed by the investor. This would greatly simplify the process of negotiations and
conclusion of the agreement.
• Implement international electronic contests based on ProZorro or similar. This will
increase confidence in the procedure for selecting the winner of the contest.
• It is also necessary to abolish the competitive requirement for an investor to conclude a production sharing agreement with
a company with the state shareholding less
than 51%. The competition for the selection
of such a “state partner” should also be held
electronically on the basis of the ProZorro
system or the like.
• There is a need to establish a clear and
transparent procedure for amending pro-

duction sharing agreements and approval
of current issues, with a clear algorithm of
action and timing. It is also necessary to
exclude the political component from the
conclusion and implementation of production sharing agreements. Servicing of concluded agreements must be an administrative function of the state authority, which
manages the mineral rights, has a staff of
professional specialists in this field.
• Improvements in favour of the investor
should be applied automatically. It is advisable to provide a declarative principle of
granting an investor’s consent to comply
with certain conditions of the current legislation.
• The guarantees given by the state to the
investor within the framework of the agreement must be fulfilled. It is advisable to
revise the guarantees regarding the application of the legislation in force at the time
of the conclusion of the production sharing
agreement and guarantee the stability of
only the key terms of the legislation affecting the implementation of the agreement,
the financial-economic model, etc.
• It is necessary to review the criteria for the

allocation of subsoil area under the terms
of production sharing agreements since
the existing criteria allow for the transfer
of any subsoil area under the terms of the
agreements. The main criterion for the application of production sharing agreements
should be the need to attract significant
monetary and technical resources and large
risks for the investor at the stage of geological exploration.
• It is necessary to abolish provisions envisaging the possibility of a transferfor the
use of segregated subsoil plots that do not
have a single geological structure and are
in no way interconnectedon the basis of
PSA.
Under the condition of continuing cooperation between the state bodies, deputies and
business community on oil and gas reform,
implementation of the Third Energy Package, integration with the energy market of
the European Union, energy security and
investment attractiveness of Ukraine will
increase. Ukraine has a real opportunity not
only to achieve energy independence but
also become a confident exporter of energy
resources to the EU.
HOST
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GAS MARKET
Natural Gas Market
Overview, April 2018

The balance of market analysis of natural gas Ukraine, 2017-2018, MMm3

Domestic market
In April 2018, the rising trend in gas prices continued after the end of the heating
season. Taught by the experience of the
previous month, importers courageously began to pump gas, even at relatively
high prices. Not all suppliers’ gas supplies in April were profitable. For industrial and budget consumers the rise in gas
prices after the heating season is a thing
hard to accept.
Before submitting the nomination for
April auctions for the sale of domestic
gas, the price stopped at the level of UAH
8,640-8,700 per thousand cubic meters.
After the deadline for nomination, on
March 21, Naftogaz of Ukraine announced its price list for April gas. The
suggestions of most traders were confirmed - the Naftogaz’s price significantly rose in April - by more than UAH 700
per thousand cubic meters as compared
to March prices and amounted to UAH
8,670.00 per thousand cubic meters at
the terms of advance payment and UAH
9,543.60 per thousand cubic meters under other payment terms. Also, in April,
Naftogaz also offered the market (traders) to sell its gas in the UGS at a price of
UAH 9,476.40 per thousand cubic meters.
The pricing policy in the production was
similar. At the end of March, at auctions
for the sale of April gas from the reserves
of the PPC JV, a price reduction to UAH
8,400 per thousand cubic meters was recorded. However, such a decrease in the
price of April gas was short-term.
In early April, most industrial and budget
consumers stopped consuming natural
gas. However, the decrease in gas demand did not lead to a further reduction
of gas prices in April and May. The price
for the April resource since mid-April
began to grow again to 8900 UAH/thousand cubic meters.
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Customs cleared imported natural gas, April 2018, %

* - PROMENERGO RESOURCE, DELTA ACTIVE GROUP, UG GAS, TRAFIGURA
UKRAINE, INTER GAS TRADING, ENERGY OF UKRAINE, LUXKRAINA, RIGHT
POWER ENERGY UKRAINE

Natural gas sellers at the Ukrainian border, April 2017, %
** - ENGIE, ARCELORMITTAL ENERGY, NAFTA
GAZ TRADING LTD, MAGYAR FOLDGAZKERESKEDO, BARTER S A, ONICO ENERGIA SP,
MOL HUNGARIAN OIL AND GAS, TRAFIGURA
TRADING, UNIPER, TRAMETA KFT, NITROFER
GMBH, ELEMENT ALPHA SA, RIGHT POWER
AS
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The unfavourable price conditions on the
European market have led to a decrease
in the volume of gas from the European
direction. In general, in April, gas imports
totalled 390 million cubic meters.
One of the main events in April was
the entry into the stock exchange of
Ukraine’s largest oil company Ukrnafta
PJSC offering significant gas volumes
that had previously been delivered to
Dniproazot under a lease contract for
production facilities. In total, Ukrnafta
sold 16 million cubic meters of the April
reserves through public auctions at the
end of April-early May.
When summarising the results of April,
many traders have a surplus of April resource. Therefore, in early May, before
reporting to the GTS Operator, the price
of gas in April showed a decrease to 8650
UAH/thousand cubic meters.
According to Ukrtransgaz PJSC, natural
gas consumption in Ukraine in April 2018
amounted to 1,836 billion cubic meters,
0.39 billion cubic meters imported, and
0.248 billion cubic meters of gas withdrawn from the UGS.

The base price of gas PJSC «Ukrtransgaz», 2017-2018, uah/Mm3 (with VAT) *

* In calculating the balancing services included/excluded from the service
storage of natural gas in case of actual provision/non-provision

Import natural gas in Ukraine, 2017-2018, Mm3

Minimum prices for customs cleared imported gas, April 2018, $/Mm3
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Imports
In March, 0.39 billion cubic meters of
gas were imported into the territory of
Ukraine. The volume of reverse supplies
in April decreased by 42.1% (-284 million
cubic meters) compared to March 2018,
and compared to April 2017, it decreased
by 27.8% (-150 million cubic meters).
Spot prices on the European market
ranged from 18.5 to 20.5 EUR/MWh. In
April, the operators of the market completed the customs clearance of gas supplies in March-April 2018 in the amount
of about 0.710 billion cubic meters.
Among foreign suppliers of natural gas
for the needs of domestic consumers
in April, as in March, the first places by
volume are occupied by ACRO, DXT
Commodities (DUFENERGY), and RWE.
It’s worth mentioning that Naftogaz of
Ukraine through its affiliated Swiss company has cleared at customs about 20 of
476 million cubic meters.
New companies among gas importers
(Lux Kraina LLC and Wright Power Energy Ukraine) have completed customs
clearance of 213 thousand cubic meters
of pilot supplies of import reserves. Suppliers of gas for these companies are ELEMENT ALPHA SA (Hungary) and RIGHT
POWER AS (Slovakia) respectively. Also,
Euroenergotrade LLC has supplied the
import reserves through a not-so-known
Polish company BARTER SA. Probably, domestic traders open subsidiary

April 2017

April 2018

+/-

Production bcm
Imports bcm
Withdrawal from UGS bcm
Residues in UGS bcm
(as per end of month)
Consumption bcm

1,699
0,540
0,213

1,670
0,390
0,248

- 0,029
- 0,150
+ 0,035

8,438

7,934

- 0,504

2,040

1,836

- 0,204

The direction of natural gas imports,
April 2018,%

The direction of natural gas imports,
January-April 2018,%

European structures for importing gas
through them.
Based on the statistics of production, import and withdrawal from UGS, the daily
consumption of natural gas in the territory of Ukraine in April 2018 decreased
from 111 to 35 million cubic meters.
In April, the season of natural gas injection into the UGS began. The maximum
volume of withdrawal from UGS was
about 46 million cubic meters per day,
the maximum amount of injection into
UGS - 40 million cubic meters per day.
As of the end of April 2018, the volume

of natural gas in the UGS amounted to
7.934 billion cubic meters. As of May 25,
2018, gas reserves in the gas storage
facilities amounted to about 9.24 billion
cubic meters.

Currency market
In April-May, the euro-hryvnia exchange
rate in the interbank market formed under the influence of two opposite trends:
the uneven dynamics of the hryvnia to the
dollar on the domestic market, the exchange rate dynamics of the euro to the

Inventories of natural gas in Ukrainian underground storage facilities in 2014-2018 p., MMm3 at 20° C
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US dollar in world markets (trend of dollar strengthening continued). During the
reporting period, the hryvnia exchange
rate to the euro (sales) strengthened
from 31.33 to 30.52. Most quotes were in
the corridor of 30.5-31 UAH/Euro. During
the month, demand and supply of currency were fairly balanced. The next month,
taking into account the beginning of the
summer business cycle, one should expect moderate pressure on the hryvnia
exchange rate, starting from the second
decade of the month it is possible to start
a stable summer hryvnia revaluation cycle, which will depend somewhat on the
renovation of cooperation with the IMF. In
May, there was a partial reinvestment of
non-resident funds invested in Ukrainian
government bonds, which resulted in a
reduction of the hryvnia exchange rate
pressure on the foreign exchange market. As of today, the NBU has adequate
tools to balance exchange rate fluctuations. The basic forecast for the hryvnia
to the euro ratio is expected to be in the
corridor of 30+.

The direction of natural gas imports, April 2016-2018, Mm3

The direction of natural gas imports, January-April 2016-2018, Mm3

State regulation
During April-May, no National Committee (NCREU) meeting was held, due to
the Commission’s inability to enter the
final stage of the competition for the
selection of the new NCREU members.
At the end of May, finally, results of the
competition became known, and President Poroshenko chose five candidates
to be appointed NCREU members. Oleksandr Formagay (employee of Ukrhydroenergo), Olena Antonova (DTEK),
Oksana Krivenko (NCREU staff), Dmytro
Kovalenko (Ukrenergo) and Yevhen
Maglovany (Department of State Energy
Efficiency).
At the same time, licensees in the energy markets paid a contribution to regulation at the rate of 0.02% of the net
income of the payer from the licensed
activities in the first quarter of 2018
(about UAH 20 million from natural gas
suppliers) to ensuring stable and fruitful
work of NEURC.
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Quoted gas on European hubs, April 2018, €/MWh

Volumes and prices of natural gas at the auction of UEE, 2017-2018

Pricelist for natural gas from Naftogaz of Ukraine resource, June, 2018

Categories of
consumers
І
ІІ
ІІІ
ІV
V

Conditions of price application

Price of natural gas per 1
thousand cubic meters, UAH
(including VAT)

Subject to advance payment prior to delivery
Monthly volumes of natural gas: from 50
period (calendar month)
thousand cubic meters in the absence of debt
Subject to payment during or after the gas
to the Company in previous periods
delivery period (calendar month)
Monthly volumes of natural gas: up to 50
According to the contract concluded
thousand cubic meters inclusive

10 893,60

Monthly volumes of natural gas are not
regulated. In presence of the debt to the
Company in previous periods

According to the contract concluded

10 893,60

According to the contract concluded

9 952,80

According to the contract concluded

10 893,60

Monthly volumes of natural gas are not
regulated
Monthly volumes of natural gas are not
regulated

Fuel Oil Consumption in Ukraine, Jan-April 2018, th t
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9 952,80

10 893,60
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Gas Consumption in Ukraine by Regions,
Apr 2018, MMm3

Region

Ukraine Total
Vinnytska Oblast
Volyn Oblast
Dnipropetrovska Oblast
Donetska Oblast
Zhytomyr region
Zakarpatska Oblast
Zaporizka Oblast
Ivano-Frankivska Oblast
Kyivska Oblast
Kirovogradska Oblast
Luganska Oblast
Lvivska Oblast
Mykolayivska Oblast
Odeska Oblast
Poltavska Oblast
Rivenska Oblast
Sumska Oblast
Ternopilska Oblast
Kharkivska Oblast
Khersonska Oblast
Khmelnytska Oblast
Cherkaska Oblast
Chernivetska Oblast
Chernigivska Oblast
Kyiv City

Fuel Oil Consumption in Ukraine by Regions,
April 2018, th t

April 2018 Jan-Apr 2018
1,970.6
42.5
21.0
202.4
147.6
30.9
19.6
61.3
79.0
95.0
17.2
34.8
86.5
61.3
190.4
119.1
26.3
59.2
21.9
189.8
14.7
30.9
194.6
12.4
34.3
177.8

16,367.0
460.6
242.3
1,753.7
1,060.6
342.2
240.2
627.1
564.2
975.7
221.4
319.2
875.0
465.5
1,035.0
1,001.7
301.7
479.7
329.4
1,481.0
232.3
429.1
926.5
203.9
318.4
1,480.6

Region

Ukraine Total
Vinnytska Oblast
Volyn Oblast
Dnipropetrovska Oblast
Donetska Oblast
Zhytomyr region
Zakarpatska Oblast
Zaporizka Oblast
Ivano-Frankivska Oblast
Kyivska Oblast
Kirovogradska Oblast
Luganska Oblast
Lvivska Oblast
Mykolayivska Oblast
Odeska Oblast
Poltavska Oblast
Rivenska Oblast
Sumska Oblast
Ternopilska Oblast
Kharkivska Oblast
Khersonska Oblast
Khmelnytska Oblast
Cherkaska Oblast
Chernivetska Oblast
Chernigivska Oblast
Kyiv City

April 2018 Jan-Apr 2018
17.5
0.3
0.0
0.1
2.2
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.1
6.1
0.0
1.0
6.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0

132.6
0.9
0.1
3.0
7.6
1.4
0.0
3.8
0.1
4.7
1.4
0.3
23.8
0.1
6.2
51.9
0.4
0.0
0.0
16.1
0.1
0.8
0.1
0.0
0.2
9.6

Consumption of Natural Gas by Thermal Electric Power Stations and Cental Heating Plants, 1Q 2018

Enterprises

Ukraine, Total
Generating Companies
Dniproenergo
Zaporizhya Thermal Electric Power Station
Kryviy Rih Thermal Electric Power Station
Pridniprovska Thermal Electric Power Station
Donbasenergo
Sloviansk Thermal Electric Power Station
Zakhidenergo
Burstyn Thermal Electric Power Station
Dobrotvirsk Thermal Electric Power Station
Ladyzhyn Thermal Electric Power Station
Centrenergo
Vuglegirsk Thermal Electric Power Station
Zmiyiv Thermal Electric Power Station
Trypilska Thermal Electric Power Station
Skhidenergo
Kurakhivo Thermal Electric Power Station
Lugansk Thermal Electric Power Station
Central Heating and Boiler Stations, Total
JSC "KYIVENERGO"
Kyiv Cental Heating Plant-5
Kyiv Cental Heating Plant-6
Boiler Stations Heat Network та District
Heating(Kyiv Heat Distribution Network)
Dniprodzerzhynsk Cental Heating Plant

Copyright © 2018 Exploration & Production Ltd

Kalush Cental Heating Plant
Kramatorsk Cental Heating Plant
Krenemchuk Cental Heating Plant
Kryviy Rih Cental Heating Plant
Mykolayiv Cental Heating Plant
Myronivka Thermal Electric Power Station
Odesa Cental Heating Plant
Okhtyrka Cental Heating Plant
Severodonetsk Cental Heating Plant
Sumy Cental Heating Plant
Uman Greenhouse Complex
Kharkiv Cental Heating Plant-5
Kherson Cental Heating Plant
Cherkasy Cental Heating Plant
Chernihiv Cental Heating Plant
Bila Tserkva Cental Heating Plant
Energy&Gas Of Ukraine, Lukoil
Energy Noviy Rozdil
Energy Novoyavoriv
Electrokons (Darnitsa Cental Heating Plant)
Zuyiv Cental Heating Plant
Teploenergetik Communal Enterprise, Kirovograd
Lviv Cental Heating Plant , Lvivteploenergo
Naftogazvydobuv.Comp(ЕСХАР)
Kharkiv Cental Heating Plant-3
Shostka Cental Heating Plant

Volumes, Mm3

1921.51
55.17
17.58
5.57
8.88
3.13
2.81
2.81
21.76
13.47
0.89
7.40
8.13
3.95
1.73
2.46
4.89
1.54
3.35
1866.33
910.33
307.56
230.51
372.26
36.75
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0.16
13.29
77.25
79.21
29.75
0.00
41.40
9.77
53.29
16.73
1.56
178.16
35.67
28.30
18.23
48.81
0.00
25.45
24.82
54.87
0.00
14.32
55.84
0.47
91.81
20.11
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